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Abstract

Between 1870 and 1914, reforms of direct taxation increased its importance as a share of rev-
enue, and introduced progressivity. This article explores these origins of modern tax structures
to understand why countries varied in the tax reforms they pursued. I argue that international
trade had an important effect on tax structures. First, free-trade countries were constrained in
the use of tariffs as an alternate source of revenues, thus direct tax expansions were greater.
Second, the politics of trade opened up opportunities for emerging representatives of lower in-
come groups to offer support on the trade question to existing elite parties. In so doing, they
gained political power and the ability to shape tax reforms along more progressive lines. The
paper compares the the United Kingdom, Sweden, France and Australia– cases varying on both
of these trade dimensions– to trace out the implications for their tax reforms.
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Taxation in the industrialized capitalist democracies is highly varied. Even with convergence

in terms of top marginal tax rates in the years of globalization since the mid-1970s, differences

remain in the reliance of different countries on different tax sources, and the amount of redistri-

bution effected by the tax system. Surprisingly, anglophone welfare states’ tax systems tend to be

the most progressive.1 Notwithstanding this variation, and despite the centrality of taxation to the

legitimacy and functioning of modern states, the political economy of taxation has received much

less attention than that of welfare spending policies.2

This article explores the origins of modern tax structures around the turn of the twentieth

century to understand why some countries adopted more progressive taxation even before the ad-

vent of mass popular participation and left power following World War I. Between 1870 and 1914,

reforms of direct taxation increased its importance as a share of revenue, and introduced progres-

sivity. These changes provided the framework in which wartime governments operated to meet

the extreme revenue demands of war. I argue that trade policy created varying incentives for

the reform of direct taxation, both in limiting governments’ alternative revenue from tariffs and in

shaping the electoral rewards available to elite groups making common cause with the emerging left.

The need to find new revenues from direct taxation depended on the availability of alternative

sources. One major stream of government revenue in the nineteenth century came from duties

on imported goods. The capacity of these tariffs to raise increasing revenues was limited by gov-

ernments’ commitment to free trade, as they inevitably had a protective effect.3 This revenue

substitutability tied direct tax reforms to trade politics. Countries more strongly oriented toward

trade openness had more reason to adopt revenue-generating direct tax expansions including (but

not limited to) income tax modernization.

Second, trade politics shaped the political landscape in which demands for progressive direct

1Ganghof, 2006; Kato, 2003; Lindert, 2004; Prasad and Deng, 2009.
2Martin, Mehrotra, and Prasad, 2009; Morgan and Prasad, 2009.
3Bohlin, 2005; Nye, 1991.
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taxation emerged. Where elite parties were divided over trade, one or more of them had an incen-

tive to collaborate with low income groups to construct trade policy coalitions. This cooperation,

particularly if accomplished through electoral non-competition agreements or parliamentary part-

nerships, resulted in stronger political platforms for groups advocating redistributive reforms of the

tax system. This (relative) privileging of the interests of poorer segments of society could occur

through trade-policy alliances with either free trade or protectionist elite groups. The strongest

spur to direct tax expansions, however, came with the concurrence of coalition and revenue motives

for reform- that is, where free trade interests collaborated with labor groups. In these cases both

the revenue needs of the government and the interests of emerging left interests were served by

expansions of progressive direct taxation.

I explore these theoretical arguments in a comparison of four country cases between 1870 and

1914. The United Kingdom (UK), Australia, France and Sweden provide examples of each po-

tential trade-policy influences on taxation: revenue pressures and coalition dynamics could each

provide impetus toward direct tax reforms, or not. Despite sharing a need for new revenues, each of

these countries reacted with different tax policy reforms. In France, immobilism in the tax system

reigned, and little changed before the advent of war. In the UK, Liberal governments expanded

direct taxation piecemeal until the incorporation of Labour into a push for progressive direct tax ex-

pansions between 1906 and 1914. Sweden introduced high-yield direct taxes with little distributive

conflict, while Australia saw battles over redistribution even in the presence of high tariff revenues.

Thus this article contributes to the literature on the long run factors involved in the political

economy of redistribution.4 It also joins Scheve and Stasavage in arguing for the importance of

international factors in the determination of domestic distributive outcomes.5 However, the inter-

national economy may have a more powerful influence on domestic policy via its political rather

than its economic implications. This is in contrast to the emphasis of what I term the ‘global-

ization hypothesis’ that underpins most of the political economy scholarship on taxation in the

4Iversen and Soskice, 2009a; Martin, Mehrotra, and Prasad, 2009; Scheve and Stasavage, 2009, 2010.
5Scheve and Stasavage, 2009.
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contemporary era of economic integration, which take as a starting premise the constraints that

the international economy puts on direct, progressive, tax structures.6

1 The Impact of Trade Politics on Direct Taxation

The key intuition underpinning the role that trade politics had on tax policy is, first, that tariffs and

other sources of taxation (direct and income taxation in particular) are substitutes from the per-

spective of providing government revenues. Secondarily, protection has distributive consequences

that cut across the income distribution.7 Non-poor groups are differentially affected by the levying

of tariffs, and they may seek lower income groups as allies in pursuit of their trade policy goals.

Both of these elements of trade politics, the revenue pathway and the coalitional pathway will

influence reforms and expansions of direct taxation. The two paths of trade influence will have

slightly different effects on the shape of reform: a strong revenue impetus for direct tax expansions

need not imply a particularly progressive or redistributive tax structure. Conversely, coalitions

incorporating the left are more likely to lead to progressive taxation, possibly even in the absence

of strong revenue needs.

1.1 Tariffs and Revenues

The role of both tariffs and taxes in raising revenues for the state means that as trade policy affects

tariffs, so it affects tax policy. As a result, the politics of trade set the stage for questions of tax

reform. Where revenues were more easily raised via tariffs, the (re-)distributional impact of direct

taxation was isolated as its defining characteristic. Where tariff revenues were more difficult to

raise- either economically or politically- the revenue raising features of direct tax reform would

recommend it to those outside its distributive beneficiaries. This is what I refer to as the revenue

6Beramendi and Rueda, 2007; Cusack and Beramendi, 2006; Ganghof, 2006, 2007; Hays, 2003; Swank, 1998; Swank
and Steinmo, 2002.

7Adserà and Boix, 2002; Rodrik, 1998.
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pathway by which trade policy affects the tax structure.

There are a number of potential constraints on a country’s use of tariffs as a revenue raising

device. In theory, protectionism could lead to prohibitive tariffs, eliminating imports and raising

no revenue. However, for the countries considered here, tariff rates were not this high. American

tariffs at the time were below their revenue maximizing levels,8 and in France and Germany in

the 1880s and 1890s, tariff rates and revenues were positively related, implying the same was true

there.9 Higher tariffs meant higher protection and revenues in the period in question.

The practicability of tariffs as a source of revenue also depends on national economic charac-

teristics. In particular, export-oriented producers are more sensitive to price conditions than their

domestically oriented counterparts. To remain competitive, exporters cannot afford high tariffs on

their inputs. While tariffs can be specific, or structured so as to limit their impact on exporters,

any such exemptions will undermine the revenue yield. If labor markets are tight, this effect can

undermine support even for tariffs on consumer goods, as price increases will lead to demands for

higher wages. At the level of policy, governments choosing to pursue export-oriented growth must

attend to these producers’ concerns: small, export oriented countries are less able to raise large

revenues via tariffs.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider the determinants of trade policy positions, and

the role of ideas versus economic interests in this outcome. But between 1870 and 1914, countries

also had differing ‘idelological’ orientations to free trade and the use of tariffs.10 Aversion to the

use of tariffs for protection influences debates on the utility of tariffs for revenue purposes, given

the impossibility of ‘pure’ revenue tariffs or purely protective levies.11 Such ideas operate on two

levels: the national and the particular. At the national level there may be variation in the center

of gravity of attitudes toward trade openness. At the partisan level, a commitment to free trade

8Irwin, 1997.
9Meadwell, 2002.

10Trentmann, 1998.
11Nye, 1991; Verdier, 1994.
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principles among distinct groups leads them to oppose tariffs, constraining their revenue impact.

1.2 Trade and Political Coalitions

The second way that trade issues can have on taxation is via a coalitional pathway. When the tariff

question divides traditional political elites, each side may try to form alliances with other groups

to win the trade issue. Where these incentives exist, mechanisms for sustaining the trade-policy

alliance- parliamentary support for reformist governments and electoral non-compete pacts- lead

to the expanding influence those other groups. For trade policy battles at the turn of the twentieth

century, the primary ‘other group’ was labor, who also favored progressive expansions of direct

taxation.

Trade policy-based alliances translate into the domain of direct taxation via two main channels.

The first is via concrete agreements on the exchange of political support. For the trade coalition to

affect other policy areas, some power over these policies must be ceded to the new groups. The key

mechanisms for cementing trade alliances were electoral non-competition or parliamentary support,

both of which entail some such release of power. The former translates trade policy coalitions to

other policy areas by changing the identity of representatives and thus their position on other di-

mensions. The latter translates to support for government bills, although is likely to be less secure

across policy dimensions as parliamentary factions nominally in support of the government have

room for maneuver on bills that are not confidence motions, or if they have little to fear from a

change in government.

Less tangible but nonetheless important, trade alliances may alter the attitude of elites towards

non-elite participation in politics, and legitimate lower-income demands made through the political

system. Cross-class cooperation on trade issues limited the ability of elite parties to coalesce around

anti-socialist platforms and to discredit lower income groups’ demands in other areas. In reaction to

accommodating elite policies, emerging labor politicians were also be better able to secure support

6



for incremental and democratic concessions on social policy, as opposed to revolutionary action.12

Thus the political logic by which trade influences direct tax outcomes is analogous to the logic of

elite transitions to democracy,13 but in the realm of political cooperation with lower income groups

rather than the extension of formal rights. In some cases this logic was reinforced by the linkage

of tax and tariff issues as a result of their shared capacity to generate revenue (see above, Section

??), whereby free trade elites would benefit from low-income collaboration not only for support on

trade policy but also because they were sympathetic to the revenue possibilities of direct tax reforms.

1.3 Two Pathways of Trade Influence on Taxation

Trade thus can influence the shape of direct taxation in two ways distinct from the constraining

influence of internationalization on the taxation of mobile factors. The two pathways are summa-

rized in Figure 1. The trade interests of elite groups dictate incentives for cross-class coalitions

to form over trade policy (on the left side of the figure), with an effect on direct taxation as the

result of political concessions. On the right side of the figure is the revenue pathway, whereby trade

policy affects direct tax outcomes as the result of the constraints or opportunities it generates to

raise funds for the state.

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

However, the two pathways need not be entirely distinct, and political coalitions formed around

trade policy may be more important to the politics of taxation than other cross-class alliances pre-

cisely because of the revenue linkage. Where the search for alternative sources of revenues coincides

with opportunities for political gain there is the greatest pressure for direct tax expansions. Thus

alliances between labor and free trade interests are more strongly cemented by economic interest

than those between labor and protectionists.

12Berman, 2006; Luebbert, 1991.
13Collier, 1999; Iversen and Soskice, 2009b.
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Finally, although both political- and revenue-based mechanisms affect direct taxation, their

impact is not entirely the same. Where lower income interests are incorporated through political

bargains, more weight will be given to progressivity rather than revenues. Trade policy induced

revenue pressures, when not combined with political alliances, are more likely to result in direct

tax reforms structured to raise funds. The most efficient way to raise revenue may dictate some

progressivity (depending on the distribution of assets and income), but the reforms will reflect the

revenue motive. They will be technocratic, and conflicts between redistribution and revenue yield

will be resolved in favor of revenues. This interplay of forces in the way trade affects direct tax

policy is summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

The table also includes the position of the four cases to be considered here. As argued below,

the UK was characterized by both revenue and political pressures for direct tax reforms, while

both were absent in France. In Sweden, limited tariff revenues but little coalitional pressure led to

revenue-oriented direct tax expansions, while in Australia low-income political power in the pres-

ence of high tariff revenues led to highly progressive tax structures with less revenue impact.

2 Comparative Histories: Direct Taxation in the Pre-War Era

The role of trade policy in determining the shape of taxation in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries is important given the formative nature of these years for modern states. The

liberal era was a period of great change in the structure of taxation as governments struggled to

meet the revenue demands of the modern state. The period before 1914 is widely regarded as the

era in which the ‘origins’ of modern tax systems can be found.14 While there was a trend toward

direct taxation, it varied across countries. Table 2 shows changes in tax structures between 1881

14Morgan and Prasad, 2009; Steinmo, 1993.
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and 1913 for the cases considered here, as well as the United States and some other European coun-

tries. There significant variation in tax structures in 1913, but despite similar revenue pressures,

the changes over the period vary across countries: where countries like the UK and United States

extend direct taxation, in France and Italy the preponderance of direct taxation in total revenues

actually declines.

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

The second characteristic of the pre-war era that recommends it to the study of tax policy

is that the distributional implications of tax politics in this era were better separated from the

impact of government activity. That is, with the development of the welfare state, and different

revenue-side structures to finance them, cross-national variation in the politics of taxation became

complicated by variation in the benefits they pay for.15 The major spending categories for which

turn-of-the-century tax finances were needed (defense, public health and education) did have distri-

butional implications, but politically it was tax policy itself that was the (re-)distributive issue of

the day.16 Finally, the period was characterized by high, but varied levels of economic integration

across national borders,17 yet there remained political conflict over trade policy.

The empirical work presented here draws heavily on secondary evidence. The contribution of

this paper lies in the “careful juxtaposition of findings that the historians themselves have usually

presented without awareness of cross-national patterns,”18 and the theoretically informed compar-

ison across cases. The four cases- the UK, Australia, France and Sweden- selected for comparative

study here were chosen based on their different profiles in terms trade politics- the independent

variable in question. The trade policy impetus for direct tax reforms based in revenue needs can

be high or low, and similarly the coalition dynamics can yield high or low favorability for reform.

Each case thus represents one of the four potential combinations of trade policy characteristics.

15Beramendi and Rueda, 2007; Cusack and Beramendi, 2006; Kato, 2003; Timmons, 2010.
16Daunton, 2002.
17Bordo, Eichengreen, and Kim, 1998.
18Orloff and Skocpol, 1984, p. 732.
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In the UK, trade politics weighed toward increased revenue reliance on direct taxes and pro-

gressive structures, as deep political cleavages over trade coincided with a limited capacity (albeit

ideological more than economic) for tariff revenue generation. In Sweden, limited democratic in-

stitutions and technocratic government meant that the political pathway for trade policy influence

on taxation was limited, but the economic strategies of the government (and business) made high

reliance on tariffs impossible, implying a revenue-based impetus for technocratic direct taxes.

Australia provides the opposite configuration: politics was strongly divided along fiscal-party

lines, but revenue needs muted by a protectionist tariff. Finally, France typifies the absence of

strong impetus for reform on either of the dimensions. Revenue needs were largely met by indirect

taxes, and trade politics did not play a critical role in generating political allies for low income

groups. Rather, elites were united in adherence to protection in the form of the Méline tariff. The

relationship of these characteristics to the theory is summarized in Table 1.

While varying in their trade politics, the cases were chosen in order to minimize their variation

on other characteristics which might plausibly be thought to affect trade policy. However, given

the finite historical record it is not possible to match other country characteristics exactly, thus I

address other possible explanations of tax politics in Section ??.

2.1 United Kingdom

Revenue motives, and after 1903, the politics of trade worked in favor of direct tax expansions in

the UK. On the revenue side, an ideological predisposition toward free trade, particularly within

the Liberal party limited the possibility of raising indirect taxes in general and customs revenues

in particular. In terms of political coalitions, the free trade orientation of labor and its organized

representatives made it an attractive source of support for Liberal governments once trade and

tariff reform became a polarizing political cleavage, empowering advocates of progressive reform.

10



Trade politics in Britain was dominated by a commitment to free trade throughout the late

nineteenth century.19 But in 1903 Joseph Chamberlain launched a campaign to increase tariffs, and

restructure them along the lines of imperial preference, to provide the revenues for the Treasury,

and to protect British production. Chamberlain claimed that tariff reform alone could provide a

viable financial base for modern government.20 This polarized political debate between free traders

and Tariff Reformers, and the 1906 election was fought between these positions.21

In terms of tax outcomes, reforms in 1894 introduced a graduated structure and extended the

same treatment to land as to other forms of property. These reforms were a strategy for the

“containment” of radical demands as well as responding to revenue needs.22 Progressivity was

constrained by technocratic resistance to graduation and expansion of the income tax. Official

opinion from the Treasury was wedded to the Gladstonian ideal of raising taxes from direct and

indirect sources in equal proportion, and the Inland Revenue opposed graduation in income tax

rates. Nevertheless, the 1898 budget, needing revenues to pay for greater wartime expenditure,

saw the increase of the standard rate from 8d to 14d in the pound (3 to 6%) under a Conservative

government. This direct tax hike was mirrored by indirect tax increases (excises on beer, spirits,

tobacco and tea as well as a sugar duty).

The polarization of the tariff debate changed the politics of taxation, convincing Liberals of the

need for direct tax expansions as a way to finance a free trade state, and bringing labor represen-

tation into parliament. This cemented reliance on income taxation, and the system of free trade.

Following the 1906 election, expansions of the income tax and greater progressivity (introduced via

differentiating income sources and graduating rates) passed in 1907 and 1909. It was the land tax

provisions of the ‘People’s Budget’ rather than other direct tax expansions that were controversial,

leading to the constitutional crisis in 1910. The ‘People’s Budget’ of 1909, and Liberal governments

19Gourevitch, 1978; Trentmann, 1998.
20Murray, 1973.
21Irwin, 1994; Russell, 1973.
22Daunton, 2001.
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after the 1910 elections, relied on Labour support. THis was secured by an electoral pact under

which these free trade parties avoided three-cornered election battles, but the cost of this support,

from a Liberal perspective, was the redistributive concessions which had to be made to keep this

support from the left.23

The revenue implications of Britain’s free trade policy pushed towards the expansion of direct

taxes much as the theory implies. Tariff revenues were constrained throughout the period, although

commitment to unilateral free trade weakened in the 1890s. Revenue pressures and an increasingly

protectionist international environment created a constituency within the Liberal party that advo-

cated tariffs for the purposes of revenue and retaliation- for example a 10 per cent tariff advocated

by the free trader Bernard Samuelson in 1901. Harcourt, the Liberal Chancellor of the Exchequer

between 1892 and 1895 was particularly concerned that a“McKinley tariff which raises immense

revenue. . . may have become inevitable.”24 In comparative context, however, support for higher

tariffs remained low, and the response to this revenue challenge was to increase the yield of death

duties by graduating rates. Increases in government spending under the Tories between 1899 and

1902 were met by further Liberal expansions of direct taxation in 1902, “less as a device for redis-

tribution and social reform than as a means of securing revenue for expenditure on efficiency.”25

By the mid-1900s, increasing revenues were once again required; and the Liberal landslide in 1906

meant that ”having rejected tariffs as a source of revenue, direct taxes were the only solution.”26

By 1906, electoral threats to free trade had helped cement a left-free trade alliance between the

Liberals and Labour, and trade also affected taxation via the coalition mechanism. From 1903, both

Tariff Reformers and free traders sought to appeal to working class voters. Chamberlain claimed

that protection could guarantee wages and employment, alleviating poverty, while tariff revenues

could finance old age pensions. The Liberals’ appeal focused on the impact of protection on food

23Daunton, 2001, p. 358.
24Harcourt to Acland, Jan 1893. In Daunton, 2001, p. 304.
25Daunton, 2001, p.342.
26Daunton, 2001, p.342.
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prices,27 and won the day: the Labour party formally rejected protectionism. A secret electoral

non-competition pact between Labour and the Liberals was agreed in 1903, and the 1906 election

saw 24 of 30 Labour representatives returned to parliament, running unopposed by Liberals. Where

earlier reforms were solely focused on free trade finance, the tax reforms of the late 1900s had two

goals: to create a more buoyant fiscal regime, and to cement the political alliance of the more

prosperous working class and middle class producers.28

To what extent did trade politics motivate Liberal-Labour cooperation, and what effect did this

cooperation have on these tax outcomes? From the Labour side, the Liberal position on trade was

less important than electoral strategy: Labour had struggled in three-way contests. Winning where

Liberals stood aside in by-elections in 1901 and 1902,29 Labour thought could advance working class

interests through cooperation. The Liberals were also penalized by three-way elections, but why

was the fear of Tory victory strong enough to recommend an alliance which was problematic in the

short term, and arguably fatal to the party in the long run?

Since the 1903 agreement was a secret one, unearthing the motives of the Liberal leadership is

difficult. Aside from its timing, there is another piece of evidence that implicates trade politics as

a Liberal motivation: the alliance held only at the national level. In municipal elections Liberal

candidates continued to compete with labor representatives. The issues salient at the local level

divided the Liberals from Labour more than from the Conservatives.30 The key national-level pol-

icy at issue from 1903 until the 1906 election was that of free trade, and ensuring victory over the

Conservatives on this issue was more important to the Liberals than disagreements with Labour in

other areas.31

Labor representation in parliament as a result of the pact had an important impact outside the

27Russell, 1973.
28Daunton, 2001, p. 370.
29Bealey, 1956.
30Bernstein, 1983.
31Powell, 1986; Russell, 1973.
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sphere of trade politics, including in tax policy outcomes. Despite their agreement on trade, the

two parties differed on other issues. For example, Labour representation shaped the Trade Disputes

Act (in 1906)– a Private Members’ Bill introduced by the Labour MP Keir Hardie. This passed

after the government’s retreat from its own bill, which was much less generous to the unions.32 In

terms of tax policy, too, Labour representation had an important impact on government policy, as

“the need for support from Labour members meant that the government had to meet demands for

social reform”.33 The inclusion of the graduated super-tax in the 1909 budget was an example of

this influence, pushing toward direct taxation. The electoral pact ensured a free trade victory in

1906, but shifted other policies left by empowering Labour MPs.

The case of Britain therefore highlights both of the mechanisms by which trade politics acted

to push towards direct tax expansions. Before 1900, the revenue mechanism predominated, and

expansions were revenue-seeking, technocratic, and of limited progressivity. The need to preserve

free trade in the period of the Tariff Reform campaign helped create a political coalition between

Labour and the Liberals, entailing the expansion of direct taxes on social policy grounds.

2.2 Australia

In Australia, a wide franchise combined with the politics of trade helped incorporate labor repre-

sentation early, and the coalition structure led us to progressive tax reforms. However, Australia’s

protectionism led to tariffs that generated enough revenue that financial motives for increasing di-

rect taxes were limited. In Victoria, and later in the Commonwealth, labor was largely protectionist,

undermining its capacity for collaboration on direct tax expansions with the Free Trade party who

also sought such reforms on revenue grounds. Table 2 indicates that while direct taxation did in-

crease in the thirty years leading up to the first world war, the increase was much less pronounced

than in the UK or the USA. There was no federal income tax in Australia before the outbreak of

war. However, Australia was able to tax land, a progressive reform never achieved in the UK. Tax

32Kidner, 1982.
33Daunton, 2001, p. 365-6.
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reforms that were introduced by Labour, Protectionist, or their combined governments reflected the

political power of the poor in their structure, and the relative absence of revenue needs in their level.

Before federation in 1901, each of the colonies operated independent policies in the spheres of

both trade and taxation, and there was variation across the six colonies. Federal politics after 1901

closely followed the model of Victoria, thus I most closely examine tax policy in Victoria and the

Australian Commonwealth. Different trade politics in New South Wales prior to federation led to

tax policy outcomes more similar to those in the UK, and this contrasting case is considered briefly

at the end of this section.

The trade policy of Victoria from the 1890s onward, and Australia after federation, was much

more protectionist than the other countries considered here. Until 1890 average tariff rates in Aus-

tralia were comparable to those of Sweden, and higher than those in the UK and France. The broad

contours of economic interest pitted urban protection leagues against rural free trade leagues.34 In

the 1980s, particularly in Victoria, increasing revenue needs were met by increasing tariffs.35 Fed-

eration and the customs union that followed changed the parameters of tax and tariff policies in

the colonies, as the national government set a uniform tariff, rebating three quarters of the revenue

raised back to the state governments for the first ten years of the federation.

National policy followed Victorian preferences in enacting a ‘compromise tariff’ that confirmed

the protectionist orientation of the new federation. This “especially failed to please the Free Traders,

either on the Liberal or Labour side.”36 Overall, the level of the tariff increased,37 and the compro-

mise was “was not between free trade and existing protection, but between existing protection and

further protection”38. In the years after federation protection continued to rise, culminating in the

Lyne tariff in 1907, raising duties on a broad range of goods. As trade in Australia was affected less

34Hiscox, 2001.
35Patterson, 1968.
36Mills, 1925, p. 210.
37Forster, 1975.
38Irwin, 2006, p. 9.
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severely by the First World War, the federal government was also able to continue its tariff finance

approach, enacting wartime revenue tariffs that were repealed after 1918.39 As a consequence of

the revenues generated by protective tariffs, revenue motives for direct tax expansions were limited.

The political context of trade policy in Australia created more pressure for tax reform. Trade

policy was a major, salient policy issue and the emergence of programmatic parties in the colonies

was largely along ‘fiscal’ (tariff policy) lines.40 In Victoria, all men over 21 had the right to vote

by 1857, and labor interests were incorporated by protectionists who sought support in contentious

battles with agricultural land-owners.41 These battles were fought over protection, and the distri-

bution of land (in the 1860s), and political reforms, particularly plural voting (in the 1870s). By

the 1890s the Protectionist platform allied protection and pro-poor policies in opposition to the

“hide-bound conservatism” of free trade.42 Lower income groups both within and allied with the

Protectionists sought tax reforms on redistributive grounds.

In the early federal elections, political competition was balanced between three near-equally

sized blocs of Protectionists, Free Traders, and Labor.The 1903 elections led to a near exact bal-

ance of power with the three parties winning 26, 25 and 23 seats respectively. Until 1906, the tariff

question dominated politics, and a ‘Victorian’ alliance with Labor sustained Protectionist minor-

ity governments until 1904. The final Protectionist ‘concession’ to labor was the ‘new protection’

designed to enable manufacturers to pay high wages. Thus the politics of trade in Australia had

helped Labor secure its influence: as the ‘king-maker’ in a system divided between two elite fiscal

parties. Protectionists in power relied on Labor support, and despite anti-Labor ‘fusion’ of the elite

parties in 1909, Labor was the first party to win a majority in 1910. By this time, though, the defeat

of the free trade cause had led to the re-orientation of traditional conservative forces away from the

tariff question and towards an opposition to labor influence. Federal politics in Australia proceeded

after the ‘fusion’ with both Labor and anti-Labor parties agreed on a protectionist stance, with

39Lloyd, 2007.
40Loveday, Martin, and Parker, 1977.
41Rickard, 1976.
42Rickard, 1976, p.48.
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conflict over issues of redistribution and industrial relations. With trade politics settled, its impact

on tax policy via political coalitions diminished.

How then did these trade policy dynamics- the absence of a strong revenue motive for direct

taxation, but incentives for protectionists to incorporate labor interests for political gain- translate

to tax policy outcomes? In Victoria, incremental reform of property and land taxation was ongo-

ing. The government passed a bill to introduce income taxation in 1893; it was implemented in

1895 under Turner, a protectionist.43 Compared to the other colonies, as well as other countries

in consideration here, this was relatively early adoption, but the income tax raised only half the

revenue of its New South Wales counterpart. As a share of revenues, too, overall direct taxation in

Victoria was falling before federation.44

The political impetus from poorer interests led to land taxation explicitly designed to break up

large estates. The income tax in 1890s Victoria was progressively structured with rates of 4d on

incomes up to £1200, 6d to £2200, and 8d above that level (whereas New South Wales levied a

uniform 6d rate).45 Thus pre-federation Victorian politics, matched with smaller need for revenue

from direct taxes, yielded progressive direct tax reforms, but a less expansive direct tax yield.

In the early years of the commonwealth government, revenues from the tariff more than covered

federal outlays. Without a revenue motive, there was less scope for labor to pursue social goals

via tax policy. Early Protectionist governments advocated a land tax to secure Labor support, but

stopped shy of enacting it when the issue came up in Deakin’s second government.46 By this time,

the tariff issue was becoming less important, and could no longer cement the Labor-Protectionist

alliance. In 1908, the Labor government attempted to introduce a progressive land tax, designed

primarily to encourage subdivision of large estates.47 Recognizing it as such, the Protectionists

43Mills, 1925.
44Coghlan, 1904.
45Coghlan, 1904.
46Rickard, 1976, p. 209.
47Mills, 1925, p. 233.
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withdrew their support for the Labor government.

Only after the general election in 1910, and the rout of the anti-Labor parties, could the new

Labor government claim a mandate for its land taxation. It was quickly passed, with a progressive

structure: a starting rate of 1d in the pound above a £5000 exemption level, up to a top rate of 6d.

However, in the presence of the tariff instrument for raising revenues, even the Labor government

did not enact income taxation until after the outbreak of war in 1915. At the federal level, the

tariff operated as a substitute policy in terms of revenue. The elimination of conflict over tariffs

meant that Labor tax reforms were pursued without cross-class support, but Australian Labor’s

relatively early emergence as an political force owed some debt to its support for protection and

the Protectionists in the early Commonwealth.

Thus in Australia trade politics had a significant impact on tax policy. Despite a stronger

parliamentary left than in any other country before the war, Australia had no income tax and

remained much more reliant on customs revenues as a source of government finance than either

the UK or United States. This was in large part attributable to the trade interests of labor: their

demands for protection in trade policy allowed the revenue needs of the government to be served

by the tariff. However, the structure of those direct taxes that did exist was highly progressive,

due in large part to alliances that incorporated labor interests into policy.

It is worth taking a moment to highlight one colony in pre-federation Australia with very

different trade-tax outcomes to Victoria, since although national policy later reflected Victorian

dynamics, there was variation in the independent colonies’ policies. New South Wales maintained

a strong commitment to free trade throughout the 1890s,48 and its politics of trade and taxation

more closely resembled the British case. Free Traders, under Reid, enacted progressive expansions

of land and income taxation in 1895, to secure both the working class vote and a viable means of

financing free trade.49 At federation, these free trade interests were sidelined in the construction of

48Boix, 2006.
49Rickard, 1976.
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national policy;50 however, at the state level they were largely victorious, as federation removed all

barriers to intra-continental trade. With the tariff instrument reserved to the national level all the

states had enacted and greatly expanded income taxation by 1907.

2.2.1 Sweden

In contrast to Australia, in Sweden trade policy gave impetus to the reform of direct taxation

thanks to its effect on revenues, but there was little scope for progressively oriented reform coali-

tions. Sweden stands out among the cases considered here for its lack of democratic institutions

in the period in question. The King was not unconstrained, but electoral participation was much

more limited than in the other cases until the extension of the franchise between 1907 and 1909.

Parliamentary government was not established until 1917.51 The political power of the left was

therefore limited.

As a small country reliant on export-led development, however, there was little scope for exten-

sive use of tariffs.52 As a consequence, Swedish direct tax reforms were enacted fairly early (mildly

progressive inheritance taxation in 1894, income taxation in 1902) but technocratically. The redis-

tributive impact of direct tax reforms was less important in Swedish tax reform than its capacity to

raise revenues in a small, open state. In this section I first outline trade policy in Sweden, and then

its major tax reforms, which highlight the importance of free trade revenues. Direct tax reform

in Sweden reveals a conspicuous absence of strong redistributive motives- unsurprising given the

absence of strong labor and lower-income political representation in the processes of reform.

Interpretations of trade policy in Sweden around the turn of the twentieth century are contested.

Swedish trade policy has been described both as part of the “free-trading old world”, along with

Britain and Denmark.53 Other scholars point to increasing protectionism in Sweden after 1888,

50Loveday, Martin, and Parker, 1977.
51Verney, 1972.
52Lindbeck, 1974.
53O’Rourke and Williamson, 1999, p. 61.
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comparing the evolution of Swedish tariff policy to that in Germany.54 Measured by average tariff

levels, protection in Sweden appears not to rise in the period of interest, supporting the view that

protectionism there was less pronounced; but considering protective duties (those on domestically

produced goods) somewhat undermines this picture.55

Nevertheless, those in support of free trade included the dynamic, export oriented segment of

manufacturing that was beginning to emerge in this period- particularly in high-technology engi-

neering; bankers, and commercial interests such as shippers in port cities, as well as workers. Small

scale farmers, especially in northern and central Sweden, also tended to support free trade.56 In

terms of their electoral influence, protectionist and free trade interests were closely balanced: the

two elections of 1887, fought under conditions so as to almost be referenda on free trade, were

both won by the free traders, but narrowly.57 In addition, the export-driven nature of Swedish

economic growth58 and its small population limited the scope for broad protection via tariffs,59 and

its revenue potential had been largely exhausted by the mid-1890s.

Three major changes to direct taxation in 1894, 1902, and 1910 highlight the revenue mecha-

nism by which free trade shaped policy. Each of these reforms was introduced in the context of

pressing revenue needs and the impossibility of raising revenues from tariff expansions in a small

economy. Tellingly, there was little difference between liberals and conservatives on the issues of

taxation. Further, while the income tax was expanded in 1910 with the support of the left, similar

reforms were passed before the extension of the franchise created any such political pressure.

The first of these was the reform of the inheritance tax in 1894, under Boström. Progressive

inheritance duties were enacted to abolish traditional land taxes, and to finance defense expen-

54Lehmann and Volckhart, 2010.
55Bohlin, 2005.
56Gourevitch, 1986; Lehmann and Volckhart, 2010.
57In the autumn election, so narrowly that the disqualification of Stockholm’s free trade delegation on tax-fraud

grounds resulted in a protectionist government.
58Lindbeck, 1974.
59Gourevitch, 1986.
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diture and military reforms. Even this protectionist Agrarian prime minister did not raise tariffs

to pay for these changes. Instead he introduced a tax on large agricultural holdings (effectively

introducing progression into property taxation) and introduced progressivity into the inheritance

tax. This raised the top rate to 1.5%, where previously there had been a flat rate of 0.5% in the

presence of legal heirs.60 It increased the share of revenues raised by these assessed direct taxes

from nine to 12 per cent of central taxation.61

Agrarian opposition to further land taxation, coupled with industrialists’ need for imports,

meant that traditional sources of revenue were effectively deadlocked by the turn of the century.62

In this context, it was under the premiership of Frederik von Otter- a political independent, but a

naval officer from a wealthy aristocratic family- that the income tax was introduced in 1902, again

accompanying military reforms. This tax was mildly progressive with a top rate of 4%,63 and would

raise nearly ten percent of central government revenues by 1906.64

The final major peacetime reform in Sweden was implemented in 1910 by Finance Minister

Carl Swartz, and had two principal objectives. First, revenue needs were outpacing existing taxes,

so new sources of finance were sought. Second, dynamic industrial (and largely export-oriented)

sectors sought the modernization of the economy as a whole, including reforms to the tax structure

that could consolidate the position of Swedish industry. Nominally conservative, the Lindeman

government in which Swartz served had ties to industrial interests who sought the modernization

of the tax system, and Swartz himself was more a technocratic servant of the state than a par-

tisan.65 The 1910 reform hewed closely to export-oriented industrial preferences, incorporating a

wealth tax, and expanding the income tax, including the introduction of corporate taxation as a

tool to manage the economy.

60Steinmo, 1993.
61Flora and Alber, 1983.
62Steinmo, 1993, p.63.
63Steinmo, 1993, p.64, n.23.
64Flora and Alber, 1983.
65Steinmo, 1993, p.65, n.25.
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While its instigators were perhaps surprising, opposition to the 1910 tax reform came from

predictable sources. In particular, the landed aristocratic classes denounced the reforms as social-

istic (despite opposition to the corporate taxes included in the bill from the socialists themselves).

Agricultural interests opposed to direct tax reform were also strongly protectionist in orientation.

In general, since the 1880s the tendency in Sweden had been for the free traders to be “inclined to

the left, whereas protectionists more often included conservatives;”66 specifically, the most vocal

opposition to the 1910 reforms came from Count Ludvig Douglas, a staunch protectionist. However,

bureaucratic and business interests in direct taxes as rational revenue tools for a small and open

economy outweighed these objections.

The Swedish case is thus one where free trade finance precipitated the expansion of direct

taxation. Technocratic economic policy-making and an export-oriented growth strategy translated

into the expansion of direct taxation as a means to raise revenue. Progressivity was incorporated

into both inheritance and income taxation, but as a means to raise revenues rather than as a tool

of social policy. The obsolescence of land taxation over this same period highlights the absence of

a redistributive motive. Sweden differs from the UK in that tariff policy was more the result of

the structure of economic growth than partisan preference. This meant that trade helped shape

taxation outcomes even in a much less open political system. Relatively insulated bureaucrats

(and ministers) thus introduced revenue-oriented direct tax reforms even in the absence of political

power of the left, particularly before the extension of the franchise for the lower house between

1907 and 1909.

2.3 France

Trade politics in France led to neither a redistributive political coalition, nor pressing revenue

needs. Despite a broad franchise, parliamentary dominance, and an extended period of left-liberal

political power, the taxation of income was not introduced until 1914, and it never became the

mainstay of public finances as in the UK. Indeed, there was no change to the system of direct

66Åberg, 2011, p. 100.
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taxation until 1901, and direct tax revenues declined in the period from 1870, as a share of revenue

and of national income.67 This was not for lack of salience: 200 propositions for the introduction

of an income tax were introduced into the chamber of deputies between 1871 and 1909, yet all

failed,68 When France did finally enact changes to its system of direct taxation, they were pushed

through by similar groups as elsewhere: redistributive interests from the left, and revenue-oriented

modernizers. But limited common cause on a trade policy basis limited the scope of these reforms.

In France, in contrast to Australia or Britain, inter-industry factor mobility in the period be-

tween 1870 and 1914 was low. Hiscox has argued that this led to industry-centered, interest group

lobbying on trade policy, as opposed to class based coalitions.69 The dominant coalition of trade

interests in the legislature was a protectionist grouping of textile manufacturers, cattlemen, colliers,

iron masters, and the charcoal and iron industry and its suppliers.70 Free trade support came from

much of the agricultural sector, woolen and worsted manufacturing, and wine exporting regions,

as well as the internationally oriented financial, commercial, and transport sectors in Paris and in

large sea and river ports such as Marseilles, Bordeaux and Lyon.71 While each industrial grouping

held a shared tariff policy position, cross-cutting interests on redistributive issues, as well as the

lack of institutionalization of the trade blocs in formal parties or pacts,72 limited the impetus for

direct tax reform.

On the basis of these divisions, the free trade policies of the Second Empire were largely con-

tinued through the 1870s and in tariff legislation in 1881 and 1882. During this time that revenue-

oriented proposals for direct tax reforms were commonly proposed, but defeated. In 1871 an income

tax was proposed by free traders. The advocates of this early proposal included Henri Germain,

Jules Siegfried, and free trade economists who saw direct taxation- in contrast to tariffs- as the

fiscal system better suited to business prosperity. During this period, those reforms which received

67Flora and Alber, 1983.
68Smith, 1980, p. 240.
69Hiscox, 2002.
70Verdier, 1994.
71Smith, 1977.
72Barnes, 2010.
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the most serious attention were “designed mainly to raise revenues as efficiently as possible,” rather

than strongly redistributive.73 Resistance from small- and medium-sized business and industry, and

prime minister Thiers’ protectionism and opposition to the income tax, meant that the only ele-

ment of this reform to pass was a tax on income from securities.

Over the course of the 1880s support for protection increased further,74 while retrenchment of

‘extraordinary’ government expenditures brought revenue pressures under control. In the 1881-2

tariff revisions, but more importantly in 1892, tariffs were revised in a sectoral log-roll.75 The Mèline

tariff (1892) was a broad tariff including specific protections for large segments of agriculture and

industry that stood in conflict over non-tariff issues.76 Industrial protection addressed the erosion

of support for the Republic among the anti-radical and bourgeois elite following laborunrest. Agri-

cultural protection served to perpetuate peasant support for an essentially bourgeois regime.77 The

revenue function of the tariff was certainly a factor in the discussion of the Méline tariff in 1892;

indeed an income tax was discussed during the debates as an alternative way to raise revenues,78

but the distributive impact of the tariff recommended it to the fragmented legislature: in the con-

text of specific interests in trade, the complex tariff could also accommodate free trade interests

with generous loopholes.

This effectively removed the tariff question from political debate after 189279, and thus,

“[t]he tariff issue played virtually no role in the discussions about income taxation in

the 1890s, as there was no push to replace tariffs as a source of revenues.”80

By co-opting elites on both sides of the trade issue, as well as radically-oriented peasants who ben-

efitted from protection, the Méline compromise help solidify a bourgeois, Republican centralism

73Owen, 1982, p. 92.
74Smith, 1980; Verdier, 1994.
75Verdier, 1994.
76Gourevitch, 1978.
77Smith, 1980.
78Meadwell, 2002; Owen, 1982.
79Smith, 1977.
80Morgan and Prasad, 2009, p. 1370.
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leaving urban workers (who would particularly stand to benefit from tax reforms) on the outside

of the parliamentary consensus.81

Radical electoral platforms kept direct tax reform on the agenda through the 1880s and 1890s,

but without allies supporting direct tax expansions for revenue purposes, those interested in redis-

tribution via the tax system were too weak to pass their proposals. Both general property taxation

and graduated inheritance taxes were proposed in the assembly, and met with little support. There

was little urgency to the parliamentary discussions- the post-war financial crisis had passed, and

bills were routinely submitted, reported on in committee with little enthusiasm, and left untouched

for some period of time before being resubmitted to exactly the same fate.82 The Socialists and

Radicals kept the issue of income taxation alive, but the left was not strong enough to win a purely

redistributive debate, particularly as the Radicals were moving more toward the ideological right

at this time.83

Trade politics also provided little incentive for elites on either side of the trade debate to enter

into political alliances with those supporting redistributive goals via direct tax reforms. In contrast

to both the UK and Australia, trade divided the major elite political parties internally, rather than

providing a line of partisan cleavage.84 While the Socialists (who were committed to free trade)

might seek alliances with free traders in elite parties, trade policy was nowhere a priority for so-

cialists. Its absence as an elite priority in France meant that such alliances had little appeal to

either side. To some degree, the defense of the Republic and anti-clericalism did help to cement

alliances on the left, as evidenced by the increasing difficulty of maintaining left coalitions after

the clerical issue was ‘solved’ by the separation of church and state in 1905,85 but translating this

alliance across areas not linked by the revenue motive proved impossible given the shifting, non-

programmatic nature of Third Republic parties.86

81Owen, 1982; Smith, 1977.
82Seligman, 1913.
83Wright, 2005.
84Verdier, 1994, p.129.
85Wright, 2005, p. 267.
86Barnes, 2010; Wright, 2005.
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The importance of alliances with revenue-oriented modernizers for the success of direct tax

reform is illustrated by the fact that it was the ‘grand bourgeois’ Joseph Caillaux who was respon-

sible for both the implementation of graduated inheritance taxes (passed by the Assembly in 1895

but delayed in the Senate until Caillaux’s Finance Ministry in the Waldeck-Rousseau government),

and for moving income tax legislation through the Chamber between 1906 and 1909. Although

nominally a Radical after the Dreyfus affair, Caillaux was little interested in redistributive policies.

His father had served in conservative governments in the 1870s and Caillaux himself had entered

the Chamber as a Moderate. In discussion of his income tax bill in 1907, while the Chamber as a

whole had majority support in favor of large exemptions for small- and medium incomes, Caillaux

was the obstacle to these more progressive amendments.87

Caillaux was interested in securing revenue for the state. He had been a finance inspector and

sought to strengthen the state by modernizing its tax systems. Indeed his objection to exemptions

for lower incomes was based on the fact that this would reduce the yield of the tax.88 In the ab-

sence of any pressure to reduce tariffs via the new direct taxes, or any other pressing financial crisis,

Callaux’s proposal spent two years in the Chamber of Deputies before being sent to the Senate in

1909. Delaying tactics such as line-item discussions, as well as motions only to delay the tax ques-

tion were available to opponents in the Chamber only in the absence of a strong revenue incentive

for the reforms, just as the Senate was able to delay consideration of the income tax between 1910

and 1912.

The eventual passage of the income tax in France came about only in the context of a renewed

need for revenues for rearmament in 1913. As in the UK, the impetus for greater spending came

from conservative proposals for military expenditure (in the case of France, the extension of mil-

itary service to three years). Thus when Radicals and Socialists again proposed income taxation,

87Owen, 1982.
88Owen, 1982, p. 178.
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the issue could not be delayed.89 Nevertheless, the distributional impact the 1914 income tax was

deliberately offset by the introduction of sales taxation at the same time. This is in stark con-

trast to the UK where polarization on the issue of trade had also polarized the debate between

direct and indirect taxation, such that any increases in indirect taxes were seen as the thin end

of the protectionist wedge.90 Until this point, the absence of strong divisions on trade limited the

supporters of direct tax reform almost exclusively to those who would benefit from its distributive

effects; technocratic, modernizing supporters of direct tax reform were few and far between. Trade

policy in France provided revenues to the state and few potential political allies to leftist tax re-

formers. As a result, direct taxation in France lagged behind reforms even in countries that were

less democratic, such as Sweden.

2.4 Discussion

The individual cases considered above outline the ways in which the political and revenue effects

of trade in four countries. In the UK, a national free trade commitment extended to precluding

high tariff revenues, and strong Liberal-Conservative divisions over trade lead the Liberals to cede

parliamentary seats and power to the Labour party, yielding progressive and high-revenue direct

tax reforms. Australia had a more protectionist orientation (except in New South Wales), but

strong political cleavages along trade lines until 1906. Direct tax reforms did not need to respond

to revenue pressures to the same extent as in free trading countries, but the Protectionists incorpo-

rated Labor politically, leading to progressive changes to taxation. Neither Sweden nor France had

such political coalitions based on trade, but whereas in Sweden the economic development strategy

ruled out high tariffs, France from 1892 was characterized by consensus on high tariffs. The revenue

pressures in the former case led to revenue-oriented tax reforms, while in the latter any reform of

direct taxation was stilted until the eve of war.

89Owen, 1982.
90Daunton, 2001.
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2.4.1 Alternative Explanations

While the four cases were selected to maximize variation in terms of trade politics, while minimizing

other differences, it is worth considering other differences between the four cases that might lead to

divergent direct tax outcomes. As a central economic lever, tax policy has been an important sub-

ject of study for economists, and until recently the revenue side of government budgets has received

more attention from public economics than political science or sociology.91 The theoretical findings

of the optimal tax literature, however, tend to highlight behavioral parameters for which there is

little expectation of variation across countries. Positive and empirical approaches tend to highlight

the degree to which policy does or does not conform to the prescriptions of theory,92 rather than

investigating how tax policy is actually made, with the priority of understanding cross-national

variation. The economies considered here did vary somewhat in their economic structure, but there

seems little reason to think the parameters relevant to tax policy varied systematically across the

cases.

More political explanations of tax structures also exist within the literature, and do tend to

emphasize the explanation of differences between countries. In particular, the importance of the

electoral franchise, other political institutions, the timing of state development and the role of war

have been hypothesized to be important to tax outcomes. In this subsection I outline these alter-

native explanations and how they relate to variation in tax policy in the period and cases in question.

Given the timing of the extension of the franchise and growth in the size of government, along

with an intuitive account of political representation, it is unsurprising that the redistributive im-

pact of democratization has attracted a good deal of scholarly attention.93 The decreasing relative

income of voters, as political rights extended down the income distribution, leads to demands for

redistributive policies from the government.94 Empirically, too, there is evidence that as long as

the administrative costs of an income tax are not prohibitive, franchise extensions which enlarge

91Martin, Mehrotra, and Prasad, 2009, Introduction.
92Mankiw, Weinzierl, and Yagan, 2009.
93Acemoglu and Robinson, 2005; Boix, 2003; Lindert, 2004.
94Meltzer and Richard, 1981.
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the constituency for redistributive spending also increase the demand for redistributive tax struc-

tures.95 However, the importance of the extension of the franchise for redistributive outcomes has

been disputed. Ansell and Samuels provide evidence- particularly from the period between 1880

and 1930- that democracy had little impact on redistribution by government.96

In terms of the cases in question here, too, the level of democratization does not seem to be

what differentiates tax policy outcomes. Most importantly, there is little to choose in terms of

democratization between the UK and France in this period, yet there is a great deal of difference in

their direct tax reforms. Non-democratic Sweden passed reforms that were more important in terms

of revenues than Australia, which was one of few countries at the time with universal male suffrage.

Equally, direct tax reform in many countries was an elite project. While democratic institutions

in general, and franchise extension in particular, may have helped create the conditions for direct

tax extensions, they cannot readily explain variation within the democratic UK, French and Aus-

tralian cases (as well as other countries not considered here) which were highly similar in this regard.

Political institutions other than suffrage rules have also been examined in the determination

of tax policy. Hays highlights the difference between consensus and majoritarian democracies

in responding to global economic pressures since the 1970s.97 However, in the pre-war period,

there was only little variation in this regard: only three countries have proportional electoral rules

(Belgium from 1899, Finland from 1907, and Sweden from 1909). As we saw above, the only tax

change plausibly affected was Sweden’s 1910 reform, which was still passed by conservatives and

technocratic, not progressive, in orientation. Similarly, while variation in the levels of economic

coordination may be traced to features of the turn-of-the-century political economy, corporatist

and consensus institutions had not been well-institutionalized (at least not at the national level)

before the 1920s.98

Morgan and Prasad claim that differences in the timing of the development of business power

95Aidt and Jensen, 2009.
96Ansell and Samuels, 2010.
97Hays, 2003.
98Crouch, 1993; Cusack, Iversen, and Soskice, 2007; Martin and Swank, 2011.
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versus state power led to different public reactions to income taxation.99 In terms of the cases in

question here, Australia seems most comparable to the United States in terms of the relative power

of the state versus business (land, rather than industry), yet while such tax reform in Australia

was more progressive than that in France, it was more limited than that in the UK, where the

central state was more powerful. The case of Sweden, or other less democratic countries, is sim-

ilarly problematic for Morgan and Prasad’s argument, since the technocratic expansion of direct

taxes represented an expansion of state power in a much less developed economy with a strong

state. However, the idea that public suspicion of the state versus economic interests is in some

ways complementary to that presented here, in that the public reaction is in large part a response

to the framing of tax policy (for example, as an anti-trust tool), and will be influenced by the

nature of political coalitions.100

Distinct from explanations based on cross-country institutional and partisan variation, Scheve

and Stasavage have argued that in considering long run political economy puzzles it is necessary to

pay more attention to international processes, and long run economic trends.101 In the study of tax-

ation, they argue that mass mobilization for warfare contributed to the willingness of the public to

accept high and progressive income taxation, by instilling norms of ‘equal sacrifice’ that supported

redistribution.102 The limitation of their focus on top rates of income taxation are clear in con-

sidering the structure of taxation more broadly: while top rates may have increased significantly

among combatants during World War I, the dynamics of the tax structure were quite different:

increased reliance on income taxation was more pronounced in non-combatants than belligerent

countries during the war.103 The dynamics during the war were also such that governments met

their needs for revenue by building on their pre-existing tax structures: even in wartime, France

could not quickly pass income tax legislation, while in the UK it was far more straightforward to

raise the rates of a pre-existing tax.

99Morgan and Prasad, 2009.
100Martin, 2010.
101Scheve and Stasavage, 2009.
102Scheve and Stasavage, 2010.
103Flora and Alber, 1983.
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2.4.2 Scope of the Argument

Free trade orientation leads to higher direct taxation; and political divisions over trade at the elite

level empower redistributive tax demands in the UK, France, Australia and Sweden before World

War One. These findings potentially apply to a broader set of cases as well. While it is beyond the

scope of this paper to examine the coalition pathway in other countries, I look briefly at changes in

revenue sources across a number of western European countries, and then look at some well known

trade-policy conflicts in other countries to see how well the theory travels to explain variation in

the origins of modern direct taxation. Finally, I consider the limits to the importance of this theory

in the temporal dimension.

Figure 2 plots changes in revenues from direct taxation as a share of domestic taxes between

1870 and 1913 against changes in customs revenues. To prevent an ‘automatic’ negative relationship

between direct and customs revenues as a share of total revenues, direct tax receipts are measured

as a share of taxes from domestic sources only. While the linear relationship is not overwhelming,

countries with increasing customs revenues tended to decrease their share of direct taxation.

FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

The political dynamics, where cross-class alliances on trade facilitated greater low-income rep-

resentation do have parallels in some other countries’ tax histories. In the United States Wilson’s

1912 election victory and subsequent introduction of income taxation was based on an alliance

between the free-trading south and redistributive demands from northeastern workers, and western

progressives in favor of both elements of reform. The first income tax provision after the repeal

of the Sixteenth Amendment was incorporated into a tariff bill- the Underwood Tariff of 1913.104

Trade politics in Germany aligned the interests of upper income groups in favor of protection,105

104Brownlee, 2004.
105Gourevitch, 1978.
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and left little scope for fiscal coalitions with the social democrats: Germany did not introduce a

national income tax until 1924. Given the complexity of incentives for political coalitions, this evi-

dence is merely suggestive, but it does imply that the four cases considered here are not completely

idiosyncratic.

The theoretical argument whereby revenues are more constrained under free trade than when

tariffs can be used would also seem to apply well beyond the time period in question. Similarly,

where cross-class coalitions incorporate lower-income interests into the political system, the same

effect in terms of redistributive outcomes should be expected. However, the political pathway is in

fact relatively constrained by this mechanism. That is, trade coalitions will have this effect only in

cases where these low income groups are strong enough to be viable coalition partners, yet weak

enough to need coalition agreements to secure greater power. This would seem to limit the political

mechanism in western Europe and the (now) advanced democracies to a fairly narrow historical

window- albeit one with important ramifications precisely because it represented the start of formal

labor representation in politics.

3 Conclusions

In this article I have argued that trade politics in the liberal era before World War I affected

the emergence of direct taxation as a mainstay of government finance. Theoretically informed

comparative histories show the ways that variation in trade politics affected the extent to which

governments sought to reform direct taxation at the turn-of-the-century. Tariff revenues weakened

incentives for direct tax expansions to raise revenue. Differences in party-political competition over

trade policy led to different actors being available for alliances with the emerging redistributive left,

resulting for a stronger or weaker platform for the incorporation of progressive demands into tax

reform. The in-depth comparison of four cases helps us better to understand the origins of modern

systems of taxation.

Further, though tax reform is rarely far from the political agenda, the “introduction of a major
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new tax is a rarity.”106 Thus battles over the reform of direct taxation in the late-nineteenth and

early twentieth century, (and in particular the origins of modern, mass income taxation) have cast

a long shadow over tax structures even until the present day. France continues to raise only a small

share of its revenues from income taxation (24.1% of total taxes in 2008), while in the UK, Sweden

and the United States nearly four-fifths of total revenue (including sub-national taxes) are raised

from income.107

The broader implications of this study for political science are twofold. First, I join Morgan

and Prasad in calling for a greater attention to taxes.108 In questions about the size of government

and its redistributive impact– the questions which most directly affect ‘who gets what’ in political

economy– the paucity of research on tax systems compared to that on spending policies remains

remarkable. A recent proliferation of tax policy scholars is beginning to remedy the imbalance, but

there remain important elements in the political economy of taxation that are yet to be discovered.

Taxes, just as much as the spending programs, have huge implications for important outcomes:

inequality,109, partisan politics, and the welfare state itself.110

Second, theories of political economy that focus on domestic (re-)distribution need to be at-

tentive to the international context in which those policies are determined, not only for reasons

of economic constraint, but also because political alliances may straddle the ‘disciplinary’ divide

between international and domestic policy areas. Scheve and Stasavage emphasize an important

gap in the comparative political economy literature to which this paper contributes- specifically,

an understanding of how domestic policy choices are taken in the context of international polit-

ical and economic situations.111 Further, while some international characteristics imply economic

constraints (as in the case of Sweden here, and the globalization literature more generally), the

political effects of international developments may act in a different direction. I conclude that the

106Daunton, 2001, p. 15.
107http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=REV
108Morgan and Prasad, 2009, p.1386.
109Atkinson and Piketty, 2007.
110Kato, 2003; Wilensky, 2002.
111Scheve and Stasavage, 2010.
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origins of modern direct taxation cannot be well understood without attention to the politics of

free trade and protection, as well as their economic implications.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: The impact of trade on taxation: revenue and political mechanisms
Revenue impetus towards direct taxation

Strong Weak

Political opportunities for
direct tax advocates

Strong Strong movement to-
wards direct taxa-
tion: structure likely
progressive, revenue
yield likely high

Some movement to-
wards direct taxa-
tion: structure likely
progressive, but rev-
enue yield likely low

UK Australia

Weak Some movement
towards direct tax-
ation: high yield
likely, but struc-
ture not highly
progressive

Little impetus to-
wards direct taxation

Sweden France
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Table 2: Direct taxation as a share of total revenues. Source: Coghlan (1904); Flora and Alber
(1983); Knibbs (1915); Sawyer (1949).

1881 1897 1902-3 1913-14

France 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.17
Sweden 0.21 0.11 0.21 0.22
Australian Commonwealtha 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.28

New South Walesb 0.22 0.31 0.11 0.51
Victoriab 0.25 0.22 0.18 0.48

United Kingdom 0.29 0.37 0.44 0.46

United Statesb 0.46 0.49
Netherlands 0.37 0.42 0.41 0.41
Italy 0.38 0.39 0.37 0.29
Denmark 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.26
Belgium 0.29 0.25 0.31 0.25
Germanyc 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03
Switzerlandc 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.02

a. Total federal, state and local taxation. Given the relative size of the subnational
governments this figure mainly reflects the dominance of property taxation in the state
and local tax bases.

b. Figures for Australian colonies are direct tax revenues divided by state tax revenues
plus the commonwealth subsidy

c. Central government revenues only
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Trade interests:
labor

Trade interests:
elite

Trade de-
pendence

Ideological
trade position

Tariff rev-
enue potential

Coalitions over
trade and tax policy

Tax policy
outcomes:

Extent of progres-
sive direct reforms

Revenue reliance
on direct taxes

Political pathway Revenue pathway

Figure 1: The impact of trade on tax policy outcomes: two paths of influence
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Figure 2: Direct taxation and customs revenues. Direct taxation is measured as a share of central
government revenues from domestic sources, customs revenues as a share of central tax revenues.
The dashed regression line has a slope of -0.9 (standard error = 0.5, p−value = 0.14). Source:
Author’s calculations, Flora and Alber et al., 1983.
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